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**Features**

- **DOI**
  All issues and papers are assigned a digital object identifier.

- **Notes**
  Notes can be added to all papers, containing comments and links to other material, Web pages, multimedia material etc. Authors are informed when a note has been attached to their article.

- **Links into the future**
  Links into the future show all papers published by an author or a group of authors in a particular ACM category that appeared after the one currently being considered.

- **Search**
  All articles can be searched by ACM categories, keywords and authors.

- **Mashups**
  Geographical mashups illustrate the distribution of authors, reviewers and papers.
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**What you need to know**

- **Authors**
  Authors are encouraged to submit high-quality, original articles that have not been submitted to or published in other journals.

- **Prospective members of the editorial board**
  We invite researchers with a senior position at a university with a significant list of English language publications including at least 6–10 in well-known refereed journals to join our editorial board (www.jucs.org/jucs_board_of_editors).

- **Submissions**
  Papers submitted to J.UCS are reviewed by three referees from the 320 member editorial board. All accepted papers appear with minimal delay in electronic form on the main J.UCS server and are immediately quotable since uniform citation of papers is guaranteed by identical page numbering of the electronic version and the annual printed archive edition of J.UCS which is published at the end of the year.

  There are different types of contributions accepted in J.UCS. The usual contribution is a scientific paper of some 5–15 pages of length; however, also short «Notes» of 1–3 pages are possible, and longer state-of-the-art surveys. Some issues are «Special Issues», presenting papers dealing with a specific topic.

- **Reviewing**
  Detailed information concerning refereeing procedure, editorial policy and style guide can be found at www.jucs.org/jucs_info/submissions.

- **Archive editions**
  All articles published electronically appear also in an annual printed archive edition with the same pagination as in the online edition. To order the archive edition, consult www.jucs.org/jucs_info/print.
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**Facts**

- J.UCS is an Open Access high-quality peer-reviewed electronic journal
- J.UCS also appears in an annual printed archive edition
- J.UCS is published by the Verlag der Technischen Universität Graz, Austria, supported by the J.UCS Consortium
- J.UCS was founded in 1995 and has been appearing monthly without interruption since then
- J.UCS has published about 1700 peer-reviewed articles from all areas of computer science
- J.UCS is lead by nine editors-in-chief, supported by a 320 member prestigious board of editors that is still growing
- J.UCS is indexed by leading scientific databases
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